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Abstract
Structural systems made of high-strength and/or high-ductility metals are usually also rather slender,
which means that their structural behavior and ultimate strength are often governed by a combination of
plasticity and instability effects. Currently, the rigorous numerical analysis of such systems can only be
achieved by resorting to complex and computationally costly shell finite element simulations. This work
aims at supplying to designers/researchers an efficient and structurally clarifying alternative to assess the
geometrically and/or materially non-linear behavior (up to and beyond the ultimate load) of prismatic
thin-walled members, such as those built from cold-formed steel. The proposed approach is based on
Generalized Beam Theory (GBT) and is suitable for members exhibiting arbitrary deformation patterns
(e.g., global, local, distortional, shear) and made of non-linear isotropic materials (e.g., carbon/stainless
steel grades or aluminum alloys). The paper begins by providing a critical overview of the physically and
geometrically non-linear GBT formulation recently developed and validated by the authors (Abambres et
al. 2012a), which is followed by the presentation and thorough discussion of several illustrative numerical
results concerning the structural responses of 4 members (beams and columns) made of distinct (linear,
bi-linear or highly non-linear) materials. The GBT results consist of equilibrium paths, modal participation
diagrams and amplitude functions, stress contours, displacement profiles and collapse mechanisms  some
of them are compared with values obtained from ABAQUS shell finite element analyses. It is shown that
the GBT modal nature makes it possible (i) to acquire in-depth knowledge on the member behavioral
mechanics at any given equilibrium state (elastic or elastic-plastic), as well as (ii) to provide evidence of
the GBT computational efficiency, which is achieved by excluding from the analyses all the deformation
modes that do not play any role in a particular member structural response.
1. Introduction
The use of high-strength and/or high-ductility metals, like steel, aluminium or titanium alloys, as well as
recent advances in manufacturing technology, has made it possible to build structural systems (often
made of thin-walled members) that (i) are highly efficient (large strength-to-weight ratios), thus leading to
fairly economic solutions (reduced construction time and considerable material/transportation savings)
and (ii) very often achieve a remarkable visual/aesthetic impact. Therefore, it is not surprising that thinwalled structures are widely employed in several areas of Aeronautical, Automotive, Civil, Mechanical,
Chemical and Offshore Engineering (Loughlan 2004). Nowadays, the most commonly used thin-walled
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metal members, namely those made of carbon/stainless steel (cold-formed, hot-rolled or welded) and
aluminum (extruded or welded), exhibit a large variety of cross-sections shapes and are typically
employed in such lightweight structures as (i) houses and low to medium-rise buildings (e.g., light
steel framing, storage racks), (ii) profiled sheeting for steel-concrete composite floors, (iii) bridge and
footbridge girders and trusses, (iv) transmission towers, (v) drainage facilities, (vi) façade cladding or
(vii) car, vessel, aircraft and spacecraft structures.
Most thin-walled members exhibit local and/or global slenderness values that lead to a structural behavior
and ultimate strength governed by a strong interaction between plasticity and instability effects, which
renders their accurate assessment a very complex task  this fact stimulates the development of
improved methods of analysis and more efficient new design rules and recommendations. In this context,
one should bear in mind that, even if conventional civil/structural design is almost exclusively concerned
with the satisfaction of serviceability and ultimate limit states, the implementation of a performance-based
structural design2 requires also an accurate prediction of the member/structure post-collapse response
(Hiriyur & Schafer 2005). Since experimental investigations are invariably limited, due to their very high
cost and time consumption (including the careful preparation of the test set-up and specimens), alternative
complementary approaches must be sought. The most universally employed, prescribed as a valid design
option for steel structures (e.g., CEN 2006, AISC 2010, BD 2011), is the performance of sophisticated
shell finite element analyses (SFEA), using non-linear constitutive laws and incremental-iterative
techniques. However, this approach has some drawbacks, namely (i) the excessively high computational
effort, i.e., large number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) involved, and (ii) the time-consuming/error-prone
input and output data processing/interpretation, particularly in the context of one-dimensional members
(bars). Moreover, the stress and displacement results have a nodal nature, rather than the more traditional
and perceptible “modal language” commonly adopted by the technical/scientific community (e.g., axial
force/extension, flexural moment/displacement, torsional moment/rotation). Besides SFEA, a
(potentially) more efficient option is the yield-line analysis (Hiriyur & Schafer 2005), although it only
aims at providing the (rigid-body) collapse mechanism equilibrium path and an upper bound for the
member ultimate strength. Nevertheless, significant challenges must still be overcome before this
approach can be routinely applied in practical applications  for instance, the need for (i) an a priori
definition of the spatial collapse mechanism, accounting for the influence of residual stresses and initial
geometrical imperfections, and (ii) the correct definition of the yield-line bending strength (these needs
must be fulfilled for different member geometries, materials, loadings and boundary conditions).
A very promising alternative to the aforementioned methods of assessing the member structural behavior,
which makes it possible to eliminate several of the shortcomings outlined above, is the use of Generalized
Beam Theory (GBT). Despite its relatively narrow field of current application (prismatic, straight and
non-perforated thin-walled members) and fairly limited dissemination, GBT has already been widely
recognized as a powerful, versatile, elegant and efficient approach to analyze thin-walled members and
structural systems. These elegance and efficiency arise mostly from its rather unique modal nature – the
displacement field is expressed as a linear combination of cross-section deformation modes whose
amplitudes vary continuously along the member length. This feature makes it possible to (i) acquire indepth knowledge on the mechanics of the thin-walled member behavior and (ii) judiciously exclude,
from subsequent similar GBT analyses, those deformation modes found to play no (or negligible) role
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in the particular behavior under scrutiny, thus further reducing the number of d.o.f. involved in a GBT
analysis (i.e., increasing its computational efficiency). GBT has attracted the interest of several
researchers worldwide, leading to the development of new formulations and applications. In particular,
GBT has been extensively upgraded at the Technical University of Lisbon (Camotim et al. 2010a,
2010b), where it has been applied to different (i) types of analysis (first-order, buckling, vibration, postbuckling, dynamic), (ii) boundary and loading conditions (e.g., localized supports and non-uniform
internal forces) and (iii) materials (steel, steel-concrete, FRP). With a few exceptions, the material
models adopted in all these works were always linear elastic. A physically non-linear GBT formulation
was first reported by Gonçalves and Camotim (2004) in the context of elastic-plastic bifurcation
analyses  more recently, the same authors (Gonçalves & Camotim 2011, 2012) proposed GBT beam
finite elements (BFE) based on the J2-flow plasticity theory and aimed at performing member first-order
and second-order elastic-plastic analyses. In parallel, Abambres et al. (2012a-c, 2013a-b) developed and
validated alternative elastic-plastic GBT formulations, also based on the J2-flow plasticity theory
but differing from the previous ones in the fact that (i) the deformation modes are determined by
means of the procedure proposed by Silva et al. (2008) and Silva (2013), and (ii) a novel degree of
freedom (warping rotation) is considered. Very recently, GBT was first employed (and effectively
validated) to perform post-buckling analyses of thin-walled members made of elastoplastic materials
exhibiting strain-hardening, namely stainless steel tubular columns (Abambres et al. 2012c). When
compared with carbon steel, stainless steel (and also aluminum) alloys are characterized by (i) the
absence of a well-defined yield plateau, and (ii) a pronounced non-linearity beyond the proportional
limit, generally associated with the presence of a large amount of strain-hardening.
This work begins by providing a critical overview of the main concepts and procedures involved in the
recent development and numerical implementation of the aforementioned geometrically and materially
(elastic-plastic) non-linear GBT formulation. Then, the paper is essentially devoted to illustrate the
application and potential of the developed GBT approach  this is done by presenting and discussing in
great detail results concerning the structural response (mostly second-order, including the post-collapse
stages) of 4 thin-walled members (beam and columns) that (i) display different cross-section types
(open/closed, branched/unbranched), (ii) exhibit distinct material behaviors (linear, bi-linear or highly
non-linear) and (iii) experience several deformation patterns (global, local, distortional, transverse and
shear). Concerning initial imperfections, only the geometrical ones are incorporated in the non-linear
(post-buckling) elastic-plastic analyses  both residual stresses and cross-section corner effects are
neglected. The most relevant GBT features, stemming from its unique modal nature, are highlighted 
in particular, (i) the evolution of the member deformed configuration is analyzed through GBT modal
participation diagrams and amplitude functions, and (ii) equilibrium paths and deformed configurations
obtained with different deformation mode sets are compared for each analysis. Moreover, for validation
purposes, some GBT-based results are compared with those determined through ABAQUS SFEA.
2. GBT Non-Linear Elastic-Plastic Formulation – Overview
Only a critical overview of the main concepts and procedures involved in the development and numerical
implementation of the proposed GBT formulation is presented in this section. After presenting some
aspects related to (i) the kinematics and cross-section analysis adopted and (ii) the establishment of the
member equilibrium equations, the development of the non-linear BFE incremental equilibrium equations
is addressed (the plasticity model employed is described ahead). For detailed information on these
issues, the interested reader is referred to a very recent publication by the authors (Abambres et al. 2012c).
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2.1 Kinematics and Equilibrium Equations
Consider the local coordinate system (x, s, z) shown in Figure 1(a) at each wall mid-surface of a thinwalled bar, where x, s and z are the longitudinal (0 ≤ x ≤ L  L is the member length), transverse (0 ≤s≤ b 
b is the wall width) and through-thickness (-t/2 ≤ z ≤ t/2  t is the wall thickness) coordinates, respectively
 the corresponding displacements are u (axial or warping), v (transverse) and w (flexural). The GBT
analysis of a thin-walled member consists of two main steps, namely (i) a cross-section analysis and (ii) a
member analysis. The former leads to the determination of the deformation modes, i.e., their displacement
profiles uk(s), vk(s) and wk(s) (k stands for a generic mode) along the cross-section mid-line (z=0), and to
the evaluation of the associated modal mechanical properties. As for the member analysis, it consists of
determining the deformation mode amplitude functions k(x), providing the longitudinal variations of the
corresponding displacement profiles. Then, the GBT displacement field at the member mid-surface is
given by a linear combination of products between each cross-section modal displacement profile
and the respective amplitude function,

v ( x , s )  v k ( s)  k ( x )

u( x, s )  uk ( s ) k , x ( x )

w( x, s )  wk ( s )  k ( x )

, (1)

where subscript k, denoting each deformation mode, satisfies Einstein’s summation convention. As
mentioned earlier, the cross-section analysis adopted follows the approach developed by Silva et al.
(2008) and Silva (2013), which considers 4 deformation mode families: conventional, cell shear flow,
warping shear and transverse extension  information about this procedure can also be found in Silvestre
et al. (2011) and Abambres (2013). The existing GBT cross-section analyses, which consider either three
(u, v, w) or four (u, v, w, x  rotation about the x-axis) d.o.f. per section node, require fine discretizations to
capture the highly non-linear variation of the warping displacements, along the cross-section mid-line,
due to shear deformation and/or spread of yielding. This fact brings about the convenience of enhancing
the representation of these displacements, which is done here by considering additional nodal d.o.f.,
denoted “warping rotations” and consisting of rotations about the z-axis (z)  one per intermediate node
and more than one per natural node (there is an independent rotation z per converging wall direction).
This novel feature makes it possible to approximate each warping profile uk(s) by means of piecewise
(within each wall segment) cubic polynomials, instead of the piecewise linear functions employed in the
previous approaches  see the warping shear deformation mode profiles shown in subsection 4.1.
It should be noted that the proposed formulation retains the GBT fundamental plane-stress assumption,
which means that all stress (σxz, σsz, σzz) and strain (γxz, γsz, εzz) components concerning the through-thickness
qz
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Figure 1: (a) Local coordinate system at each wall mid-surface, (b) general external distributed load q(x,s) and (c) non-null
stress components (plane-stress assumption).
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direction (z) are deemed null everywhere, regardless of the problem under consideration. Accordingly,
and making use of the Principle of Virtual Work, the GBT equilibrium equation reads

   

 xx   ss ss   xs xs  dz ds dx     qx ui   i , x   qs vi  qz wi   i  ds dx

xx

L b t

, (2)

L b

where (i) σxx, σss, σxs are the longitudinal normal, transverse normal and shear 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress
components (see Fig. 1(c)), (ii) qx, qs, qz are the local components of a general external distributed force
applied at the member mid-surface (see Fig. 1(b)), and (iii) xx, ss, γxs are the longitudinal, transverse
and shear virtual Green-Saint-Venant strain components (non-linear functions of displacements u, v, w),
expressed in terms of the modal amplitude functions k(x) and their derivatives, through relations (1).
Moreover, the formulation accounts for (i) residual stresses and initial geometrical imperfections, and (ii)
arbitrary loadings dependent on a single load parameter , including concentrated forces and/or moments.
2.2 Non-Linear Beam Finite Element
The rigorous determination of equilibrium configurations in a non-linear analysis requires the use of an
incremental-iterative strategy. The cylindrical arc-length method (Clarke & Hancock 1990, De Borst et al.
2012) is adopted in this work and its implementation involves (i) establishing incremental equilibrium
equations, based on the tangent stiffness matrix (Ktan), and (ii) evaluating internal force vectors (f int) - a
path-independent iterative strategy (Powell & Simons 1981) is adopted: the strain increments at any
Gauss integration point are evaluated with respect to the last (converged) equilibrium configuration.
The numerical results presented and discussed in section 4 were obtained by adopting Hermite cubic
polynomials to approximate the GBT modal amplitude functions in each FE, i.e.,

ζ k,xv,w 0  x  =Ψ H  x  dk

ζ kv ,w  0  x  =Ψ H  x  dk

, (3)

where (i) the 1×4 Ψ H vector stores the Hermite cubic polynomials, (ii) dk is the 4×1 displacement
vector related to the approximation of mode k, (iii) the first expression concerns only the axial extension
and warping shear modes (no in-plane displacements: v=w=0)3, and (iv) the second expression applies
to all other deformation modes (v≠0 and/or w≠0). After writing all amplitude functions according to their
FE approximations, including the non-linear virtual strain components in the first member of Eq. (2) yields

f int  f

, (4)

where f is the external force vector corresponding to a unit load parameter The internal force vector
ith component (4×1 sub-vector associated with deformation mode i) can be obtained by means of

fi int  f iintxx   f i intss   f i intxs  ,

f i intmn  

  
L b t

mn

Fiintmn  dzdsdx

 mn  xx, ss, xs 

, (5)

e

int

where Fi mn is a 4×1 vector. Note that all displacement vectors (dk in Eq. (3)) and stress components
that appear in Eq. (5) concern a generic “equilibrium configuration” (during the iteration procedure and
when the structural response is non-linear, this configuration does not satisfy equilibrium for the applied
3
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loads under consideration). Once the internal force vector is defined, the incremental equilibrium equation
for an arbitrary member deformed configuration (j) can be established as

Ktan d   f
j

, (6)

where (i) d is the displacement vector and (ii) the tangent stiffness matrix (i, p)th component, Kip,tan, is a
4x4 sub-matrix concerning deformation modes i and p, reading (Silvestre & Camotim 2003)

Kip ,tan

f int
 i ,
d p

int
int
int
f i int f i  xx  f i ss  f i xs 



d pl
d pl
d pl
d pl

, (7)

which corresponds to the Jacobian of the internal force vector ith component, with respect to the mode p
displacement vector  its components are dpl (l=1,…,4). The Jacobian columns are defined by the
second expression in Eq. (7), where each term is expressed as (recall Eq. (5))
f iintmn 
d pl

 
Fiintmn  
int
mn
  
Fi mn    mn
 dzdsdx , mn  xx , ss, xs
d pl 
Le b t 
 d pl

, (8)

with the stresses (recall Fig. 1(c)), stress gradients and displacement vectors computed at “equilibrium
configuration” j. For an arbitrary elastic-plastic material, the stress gradients are given at every point by
 mn  mn  xx  mn  ss  mn  xs



d pl
 xx d pl  ss d pl  xs d pl

, (9)

where the deformation gradients ∂ε/∂dpl are obtained by writing all strain-displacement relations according
to the FE approximations in Eq. (3). The stress components (Eqs. (5) and (8)) and their gradients ∂σ/∂ε
(Eq. (9)) are obtained from the J2-flow plasticity model, resorting to implicit and/or explicit numerical
integration schemes wherever plastic deformation takes place  this issue will be addressed in section 3.
Finally, a few words devoted to the imposition of boundary conditions. In first-order analyses of members
with cross-sections exhibiting null primary warping and non-null shear stresses σxs, it has been concluded
that shear locking effects (due to the beam theory inadequacy to describe rigorously static and kinematic
measures) are best minimized by ensuring the satisfaction of kinematic boundary conditions: k,x=0 in
every section with null warping. Besides refining the FE mesh near cross-sections with null warping
and non-null shear stresses (e.g., a clamped support), it was also noted that imposing (at those sections)
k,xx=0 for the warping shear modes also helps improving the accuracy of the analysis. However, several
validation examples provided evidence that, in second-order analyses, the above procedure should be
kept, but without imposing k,xx=0 for the warping shear modes  due to the non-linearity of the straindisplacement relations, this condition is no longer essential to obtain accurate results.
3. Overview of the Plasticity Model
Since a detailed description of the (i) J2-flow theory (with the associated flow rule) and (ii) implicit and
explicit numerical integration schemes considered in this work, can be found in the literature (e.g., Wu
2005, De Borst et al. 2012) and also in recent publication by the authors (Abambres et al 2012b,c),
only an overview of the main concepts and procedures involved in their development is reported herein.
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3.1 J2-flow Theory
For an isotropic material with strain-hardening, the von Mises yield criterion reads

f  F     y    0, F    3J 2

, (10)

where (i) f and F(σ) are the von Mises yield function and stress, respectively, (ii) σy is the yield stress
(or hardening function), (iii) κ is the hardening parameter and (iv) J2 is the 2nd invariant of the
deviatoric stress. If a point (σ, κ), located on the yield surface, experiences an infinitesimal plastic flow,
Prager´s consistency equation states that
df  f   d  ,   d    f  ,   

f
 ij

d  ij  h d  0

, (11)

 ,

where (i) dη ≥ 0 is the plastic proportionality factor (used to define the flow rule dεij p= d η ∂f /∂σij) and
(ii) h ≥ 0 is the hardening modulus (null for perfectly-plastic models). This modulus plays a crucial
role in defining the elastoplastic constitutive matrix and, therefore, also in the development of implicit and
explicit integration techniques used to update σ and κ at any material point experiencing plastic flow.
Since von Mises yield criterion is generally recognized as appropriate to model metals, it was decided
to derive d κ on the basis of the modified work-hardening relation (De Borst et al. 2012)
d 

 T d  p  xx d  xxp   ss d  ssp   xsd  xsp

 y  
 y  

, (12)

which leads to dκ=dη for the plasticity model under consideration, and can also be used to define
the hardening modulus of any elastoplastic material exhibiting linear elasticity as
h

d y
d p


 p  

g  
 0,
1  g   E

g   

d
d     0y

, (13)

where (i) E is the material Young’s modulus, (ii) the gradients dσy /dε p and dσ /dε refer to the
uniaxial stress-strain curve, (iii) ε0y is the initial yield strain and (iv) the total strain ε ≥ ε0y must be
evaluated where its plastic component (ε p) equals κ. For materials exhibiting linear strain-hardening, it
turns out that (i) h is constant, and given by Esh /(1 – Esh / E) at every material point (Esh is the
hardening slope), and (ii) the yield stress reads σy(ε p=κ) = σ0 y + h κ. For all other materials, one
y
has ε = σ /E + εp and, therefore, the relation ε(εp) must be obtained numerically. In order to avoid
the use of computationally demanding numerical techniques, like Newton-Raphson’s method (N-R), a
y
y
database was created to provide the (i) yield stress (σ ), (ii) plastic strain (ε p = ε – σ /E ≥ 0) and (iii)
-6
y
hardening modulus (h), for equally spaced (Δε=10 ) total strains such that  0     u (εu is the ultimate
strain) – values of σy(εp) and h(εp) not specified in the database are obtained by linear interpolation.
In order to compute the internal force vector and tangent stiffness matrix mentioned in subsection 2.2, it is
mandatory to update, at every material point for each “equilibrium configuration”, (i) first the stresses and
hardening parameter κ, and (ii) then the stress gradients ∂σ/∂ε. For that purpose, at every Gauss
integration point and after each iteration of the arc-length procedure, one must (i) compute the elastic
stress variation, due to the imposed strain variation (Δε) w.r.t. the last equilibrium configuration i (stress
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vector σi and hardening parameter κi), and then (ii) check whether the corresponding final stresses
(σe=σi + DeΔε) fall outside the yield surface f (σ, κi)=0 (see Eq. (10)) or not4. If they do, numerical
integration of the incremental constitutive equations is performed, in order to update the stresses and the
hardening parameter κ  several implicit and explicit Euler-type methods were implemented to
perform this task (an overview is presented in the next subsection). Once the stresses and the hardening
parameter are updated, the stress gradients ∂σ/∂ε can be computed straightforwardly, through either the
conventional or the consistent elastoplastic constitutive matrix  the latter was used to obtain the
results presented in section 4, since it leads to a faster convergence of the arc-length method.
3.2 Implicit and Explicit Integration Schemes
A key step in physically non-linear FE analysis concerns the numerical integration of the elastoplastic
constitutive relations, so that the unknown increments of both the stresses and the hardening parameter
can be obtained wherever plastic deformation occurs. The integration methods available are usually
classified as explicit or implicit5. The explicit ones can be applied to a wide range of models, although
this should be done with some care, since the solution is not enforced to satisfy the yield criterion to a
specified tolerance, unlike in the implicit schemes. According to Sloan et al. (2001), the accuracy and
efficiency of the explicit methods can be significantly enhanced by adopting strain sub-incrementation
and solution correction aimed at bringing the final stresses and hardening parameter to the yield surface
 both these recommendations were implemented in this work.
The Backward Euler and Forward Euler schemes are the most popular implicit and explicit methods used
in elastoplastic problems. They belong to a family of methods aimed at computing, for each material
point, the solution at configuration t + Δt, on the basis of the solution at configuration t + αΔt (0 ≤α ≤1),
assuming that (i) t corresponds to the onset of yielding (initial or subsequent) and (ii) Δt reflects the
imposition of the elastoplastic strain increment Δεep (Δε=Δεe + Δεep)6 – the Backward and Forward
Euler methods correspond to α=1 and α=0, respectively. However, there are other schemes proposed in
the literature that adopt intermediate α values  e.g., α=1/2 has been used to define the method known as
Mean Normal. Although the above three methods were implemented, the Backward Euler is addressed
here in more detail, since it was the one employed to obtain the results discussed in the next section.
Taking (σj, κj) as the solution at a generic material point at configuration t, the Backward Euler method,
formulated on the basis of the conventional elastoplastic constitutive matrix, states that the final state
(σj+1, κj+1) is such that

 j 1   e   j 1 D e n j 1
, (14)
e

 e   j  D  ,  j 1   j 1   j
where (i) Δε is the elastoplastic strain increment, (ii) De is the GBT elastic constitutive matrix and (iii) ηj+1
and nj+1 are the plastic proportionality factor and gradient vector evaluated at the (yet unknown) final
4

5

6

If f (σe,κi) ≤ 0, the strain increment occurs in the elastic range and all variables are updated under that condition (κ unchanged).
If f (σe , κi) > 0, plastic flow occurs and, thus, the updated final stresses (not σe) are located on the (updated) yield surface.
Explicit integration is based on known variables and, strictly speaking, requires no iteration to predict the unknown
increments. Implicit integration, on the other hand, is based on unknown variables and, therefore, involves the iterative
solution of a system of non-linear equations at each Gauss point.
It was implemented a closed-form expression to determine the initial elastic strain variation Δεe, required to drive a
stress state located inside the yield surface to reach it (or to move a stress state between two yield surface points).
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state, respectively. Since the unknowns in Eq. (14) outnumber the equations by one unit (ηj+1 is the extra
unknown), an additional equation must ensure that the final stress point σj+1 is located on the yield
surface, i.e., f (σj+1, ηj+1)=0 (recall that ηj+1=κj+1). Since this constitutes a non-linear problem, the N-R
method is chosen to solve the set of equations
 g  j 1 , j 1  



  0,
 f  j 1 , j 1  

g  j 1 , j 1    j 1   back ,  back   e   j 1   j  D e n j 1

, (15)

where (i) the trial solution (σ1j+1, η1j+1) for the first iteration is obtained by means of the Forward Euler
method, implemented with three strain sub-increments and correction of the final solution (Abambres et
al. 2012c), and (ii) the convergence criterion adopted to end the iterative process reads
g  kj 11 , kj 11 
f 

k 1
j 1

,

k 1
j 1



 ,

10 4    103

2

, (16)

where (σk+1j+1, ηk+1j+1) is the solution at the end of iteration k.
4. Illustrative Examples
The application of the GBT formulation for elastoplastic post-buckling analysis, which was implemented
in MATLAB R2010b (MathWorks 2010), is now illustrated. The numerical results presented and discussed
in subsections 4.1-4.5 concern four analyses involving (i) LiteSteel (hollow-flange channel) and I-section
beams, and (ii) lipped channel and equal-leg angle columns. Note that not all GBT results are shown 
only those deemed more significant to (i) highlight the advantages of the GBT analyses and (ii) provide
validation against SFEA values from ABAQUS (DS Simulia 2008). The material models considered
exhibit a linear elastic regime and aim at simulating the constitutive behaviors of (i) carbon steel
(perfectly-plastic and bi-linear models  no hardening and linear hardening) and (ii) austenitic, ferritic and
duplex stainless steel alloys (three-stage stress-strain relation due to Quach et al. 2008). Regarding the
latter model, it is defined by the three basic Ramberg-Osgood parameters (E, σ0.2 and n) and was shown
to (i) provide accurate predictions over a wide range of tensile and compressive strains, and (ii)
outperform the full-range model proposed by Rasmussen (2003)  detailed information about its
implementation can be found in Abambres et al. (2012c). Table 1 shows the material properties
considered in each analysis, where (i) E, ν, σ0y are the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and initial yield
stress, (ii) Esh is the strain-hardening slope (bi-linear model) and (iii) σ0.2, n are the 0.2% proof stress and
hardening power (non-linear model7). In the ABAQUS models, which are also based on J2-flow theory,
t
the compressive stress-strain input data must be expressed in terms of the true stress (σ ) and true
t(p)
n
n
plastic extension (ε ), obtained from the nominal stress (σ ) and extension (ε ) absolute values as
t


t p
     ln (1   n ) 
E
7

 t   n 1   n 

. (17)

In this model, (i) the 0.01% proof stress (σ0.01) is taken as the initial yield stress (proportional limit) and (ii) superscripts c and t
denote “compressive” and “tensile” (see Table 1  angle column row). Since only one hardening function σy(κ) can be used
with von Mises yield criterion, the compressive (instead of the tensile) behavior was modeled – indeed, most structural
engineering problems involve members under compression (those prone to instability phenomena).
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Concerning the FE meshes adopted, Table 2 shows the number of (i) cross-section wall segments (see
4.1) and BFEs used in GBT, (ii) longitudinal (along x) and transverse (along s) SFEs used in ABAQUS,
and (iii) d.o.f. involved in the BFE and SFE models (to assess the efficiency of the GBT analyses). Lastly,
Table 3 indicates the number of Gauss integration points used per BFE wall segment direction (s, z, x in
Fig. 1(a)) in each GBT analysis – the SFEA involved fairly uniform fine meshes of 4-node isoparametric
SFEs with full integration (S4 elements  ABAQUS nomenclature), through 2 integration points per surface
direction and the same number as in the GBT analysis for the through-thickness direction (z-axis).
Table 1: Illustrative examples: material properties
Example

E
(N/mm2)

Esh
(N/mm2)

ν

σ0y
(N/mm2)

σ0.2
(N/mm2)

n

LiteSteel beam

200000

0

0.3

450

I-section beam

210000

E/100

0.3

235

200000

0

0.3

450

-

-

0

0.3

220

σ0.2c= σ0.2t = 328

nc=7.5
nt=7

Channel column

c

Angle column

E = 208000
E t = 195000

Table 2: Illustrative examples: finite element discretization and number of d.o.f.
GBT
Example

BFEs

ABAQUS
SFEs
SFEs
along x along s

wall
segments

Number of d.o.f.
GBT/ABQ
GBT
ABQ
(%)

72
LiteSteel beam

8: x≤0.15L
16: 0.15L≤x≤0.35L
8: 0.35L≤x≤0.5L
40: x≥0.5L

18

184

28

6170

29727

20.8

39

360

39

18659

86280

21.6

68
I-section beam

6: x≤0.04L
25: 0.04L≤x≤0.45L
12: 0.45L≤x≤0.55L
25: x≥0.55L

Channel column

86 (uniform mesh)
64

42

244

42

13527

62953

21.5

Angle column

16: x≤0.3L
32: 0.3L≤x≤0.7L
16: x≥0.7L

28

140

28

9125

24361

37.5

Table 3: Illustrative examples: Gauss integration points used in GBT per BFE wall segment direction (s, z, x)
Example
LiteSteel beam
I-section beam
Channel column
Angle column

s
5
2
2
2

z
3
5
3
5

x
4
3
3
3

The beams and columns analyzed are depicted in Figs. 2 to 5  after providing information about their
cross-section deformation modes, in 4.1, the results of each analysis are addressed individually in 4.2-4.5.
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The first analysis concerns a fixed-pinned8 LiteSteel beam (LSB) acted by vertical forces F=1000 λ N
applied at the x=L/4 and x=3L/4 cross-section web mid-points. It is worth noting that this cross-section is
aimed primarily for flexural members and its unique geometry leads to a high structural efficiency, when
compared with equivalent hot-rolled profiles (Anapayan et al. 2011, Anapayan & Mahendran 2012). A
first-order analysis is performed for a beam made of a perfectly-plastic material, with length L=4000 mm
and the cross-section centreline dimensions given in Fig. 2(b). The second problem deals with a fixedpinned I-section beam acted by a vertical patch load (p=2λ/3 N/mm2  resultant F=7125 λ N) applied
along the top flange and centred in the member length  see Fig. 3(a). A post-buckling (non-linear)
analysis is performed for a beam exhibiting a bi-linear material behavior, with length L=2850 mm and the
cross-section centreline dimensions given in Fig. 3(b). The beam contains critical-mode (lateral-torsional
 λcr=3.10) initial geometrical imperfection with a 3.02 mm amplitude (maximum in-plane displacement).
δz
δx
F

z

δz

F

y

F  1000  
297

x
1000

t=3
2000

1000
22

[mm]
72
(b)

(a)

Figure 2: Fixed-pinned LSB (a) overall view and loading, and (b) cross-section dimensions.

p=2 λ/3 N/mm2

δz

z
y

δz

δy
δx

δy
p

x
1425

t =4

150

142.5
1425
[mm]

75
(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Fixed-pinned I-section beam (a) overall view and loading, and (b) cross-section dimensions.
8

Along this paper, the member fixed supports fully restrain all in-plane and warping displacements and rotations (except the
global warping displacements of the loaded sections), whilst the pinned supports only restrain in-plane motions.
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The first column analyzed is a fixed-ended lipped channel under a compressive end force (F=1000 λ N)
uniformly distributed along the section contour (q=2.78 λ N/mm). A post-buckling analysis is
performed for a column made of a perfectly-plastic material, with length L=2200 mm and the crosssection centreline dimensions given in Fig. 4(b). The column exhibits a critical-mode (predominantly
distortional with three half-waves, even if a small contribution from the first symmetric GBT local mode
is perceptible  λcr=125.14) initial geometrical imperfection with a 2.06 mm amplitude (bf /50  bf is
the flange width). Lastly, the final set of results concerns the fixed-ended equal-leg angle column depicted
in Fig. 5(a), which (i) is made of a ferritic stainless steel alloy (material properties, reported by Becque
& Rasmussen (2009), given in Table 1 and adopted stress-strain curve shown in Figs. 6(a)-(b)), (ii) is
acted by a compressive end force (F=105 λ N) uniformly distributed along the section contour (q=333.33
λ N/mm), and (iii) has length L=1500 mm and the cross-section centreline dimensions given in Fig. 5(b).
In order to assess the influence of the material and/or geometrically non-linear effects on the column
response, three analyses are performed: first-order elastoplastic, second-order elastic and second-order
elastoplastic. In the second and third analyses the column incorporates a critical-mode (flexural-torsional,
but predominantly torsional  λcr=11.14) initial geometrical imperfection with a 5.40 mm amplitude.
In each analysis, the results presented and discussed (all displacements/stresses concern the member midsurface) correspond to three particular equilibrium states (points on the equilibrium path), denoted as
BP (ascending branch  before peak), P (peak or beginning of plateau  ultimate strength) and AP
(descending branch after the peak or well within the plateau)  the GBT and ABAQUS values are selected
δz
δy
z

δx

y

F=1000 λ N
126.6

x

Δ

t =2

2200

13.6

[mm]
102.8
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Fixed-ended lipped channel column (a) overall view and loading, and (b) cross-section dimensions.

δy
δx

z
y

F=10 5 λ N
150

xx

Δ
1500

t =10

[mm]
150
(b)

(a)

Figure 5: Fixed-ended equal-leg angle column (a) overall view and loading, and (b) cross-section dimensions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Ferritic stainless steel compressive stress-strain curve adopted (angle column): (a) full and (b) initial strain ranges.

to ensure a comparison between equilibrium states as close as possible (similar displacements). Finally,
two last words to mention that (i) no residual stresses are included in the analyses and (ii) the GBT
modal participation diagrams are obtained as explained in Abambres et. al. (2013b)9.
4.1 GBT Deformation Modes
Information about the GBT deformation modes included in each analysis is now provided. First, Table 4
provides the total numbers of modes per type: global (G), distortional (D), local (L), warping shear (WS)
and transverse extension (TE). Since such modes are always a fraction of the full set obtained from the
cross-section analysis, they were renumbered sequentially to make the presentation of the results clearer.
The in-plane and out-of-plane (warping) configurations of the most relevant GBT modes in each
analysis are displayed in Figs. 7-10  the cross-section discretisation adopted is shown together with the
transverse extension mode shapes10. Regarding the mode selection, a few remarks are appropriate:
(i) On the basis of the expected primary member deformed configuration, which is heavily dependent
on the characteristics of the loading and initial geometrical imperfections, it is fairly straightforward
matter to select which global (mostly), distortional and local deformation modes to include in the
GBT analysis. For instance, it is clear that the LSB analysis must necessarily include modes 1 (majoraxis bending), 2 (torsion) and 3 (web lateral distortion)  see Fig. 7. Similarly, (i1) the I-section beam
Table 4: Number of GBT deformation modes used in each analysis
Illustrative Example

G

D

L

WS

TE

GBT Modes
Included /Total

LiteSteel beam

2

2

9

21

9

43/93

I-section beam

4

0

13

81

39

137/202

Channel column

2

1

6

47

23

79 / 219

Angle column

4

0

15

25

28

72 / 146

9

The diagram is based on the member cross-section exhibiting the maximum overall or in-plane (absolute) displacement. The
contribution of each deformation mode is quantified by the ratio between (i) its maximum overall displacement and (ii) the
sum of all such modal values, not necessarily occurring at the same point. Moreover, note also that the initial imperfections
were not included in the modal participation diagram  it concerns exclusively the (additional) deformations due the loading.
10
As can be attested by the piecewise non-linear warping shear mode profiles, the novel warping rotation d.o.f. z (addressed
in subsection 2.1) were used in this work.
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analysis will certainly involve modes 2 (major-axis bending), 3 (minor-axis bending), 4 (torsion) and
8+9 (flange-driven local modes) (see Fig. 8), (i2) the lipped channel column analysis must include
modes 1 (axial extension), 2 (minor-axis bending11), 3 (symmetric distortion) and 4+5 (web-driven
symmetric local modes) (see Fig. 9), and (i3) the angle column analysis must involve modes 1 (axial
extension), 2 (major-axis bending), 3 (minor-axis bending12) and 4 (torsion) (see Fig. 10).
(ii) The selection of the warping shear and transverse extension (and also some local) modes, mostly
intended to capture “higher-order effects” stemming from pronounced geometrical and/or material
non-linearity, is much less obvious. It must be made by a combination of (ii1) common sense, to
exclude deformation modes exhibiting excessively high strain energies (e.g., local modes having
multiple curvature within a single wall), (ii2) symmetry considerations, which must comply with the
member loading, and (ii3) past experience from the user – e.g., lower-order warping shear modes
arising from global bending are easily identified. For instance, (ii1) the LSB analysis only needs to
include modes anti-symmetric w.r.t. the centroidal horizontal axis, (ii2) the I-section beam analysis
must include almost all the modes, as no clear selection criterion can be found a priori (only the
higher-order local modes can be readily excluded), (ii3) the lipped channel column analysis must
Global
Mode 1

Mode 2

Warping Shear
Mode 14

Distortional

Local

Mode 3

Mode 5

Transverse Extension
Mode 15

Mode 35

Mode 38

Figure 7: LiteSteel beam: in-plane and out-of-plane configurations of the 8 most relevant GBT deformation modes.
11

To account for the horizontal effective centroid shift stemming from the normal stress redistribution associated with
the distortional and local deformations (e.g., Young & Rasmussen 1999).
12
Again to account for the effective centroid shift stemming from (i) the normal stress redistribution associated with torsion
(Dinis et al. 2012) and also from (ii) the spread of plasticity.
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Global
Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

Local
Mode 8

Mode 9

Warping Shear
Mode 18

Mode 19

Mode 20

Mode 21

Mode 97

Transverse Extension
Mode 99

Mode 100

Figure 8: I-section beam: in-plane and out-of-plane configurations of the 12 most relevant GBT deformation modes.
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Global

Distortional

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Local
Mode 4

Mode 5

Mode 6

Mode 7

Mode 8

Mode 9

Warping Shear
Mode 10

Mode 11

Mode 50

Mode 55

Mode 56

Transverse Extension
Mode 58

Mode 59

Figure 9: Lipped channel column: in/out-of-plane configurations of the 16 most relevant GBT deformation modes.
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Global
Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Local
Mode 5

Mode 4

Warping Shear
Mode 6

Mode 20

Mode 21

Transverse Extension
Mode 45

Mode 46

Figure 10: Equal-leg angle column: in/out-of-plane configurations of the 10 most relevant GBT deformation modes.

include at least all the symmetric (w.r.t. the centroidal horizontal axis) warping shear and transverse
extension modes, essential to capture the “higher-order effects” associated with the distortional
deformations, and (ii4) the angle column analysis involves only a few lower-order local modes, but all
transverse extension modes and most of the shear modes symmetric w.r.t. the cross-section major axis.
(iii) Of course, it is always possible to adopt a “safe approach” to the selection of the deformation
modes, which consists of (iii1) including “all but the clearly irrelevant modes” in the analysis and,
then, (iii2) remove from subsequent similar analyses all those modes found to have no (or minute)
contribution to the member deformed configuration evolution.
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4.2 LiteSteel Beam (LSB)
The equilibrium paths λ(δz) shown in Fig. 11(a), where δz is the vertical displacement of the mid-span
top flange node shown in Fig. 2(b), were obtained by means of an ABAQUS SFEA and three GBT
analyses, which include either (i) the initially selected 43 modes indicated in Table 4, corresponding to
6170 d.o.f., (ii) the most relevant 17 modes (2 global, 2 distortional, 3 local, 5 warping shear and 5
transverse extension), including all those shown in Fig. 7 and involving 2436 d.o.f., or (iii) 12 modes
(transverse extension modes removed from the previous set), corresponding to 1721 d.o.f.13. As for
Fig. 11(b), it shows the GBT modal participation diagram concerning the evolution (as δz increases) of
the beam most deformed cross-section configuration, located at the vicinity of x=3000 mm 14 . The
observation of the results presented in Figs. 11(a)-(b) prompts the following remarks:
(i) The GBT equilibrium path obtained with the 43 modes compares very well with that yielded by the
ABAQUS SFEA – the difference never exceeds 2%. For instance, the {δz, λ} values at the BP, P and
AP equilibrium states are (i1) {6.5, 25.5}GBT and {6.7, 25.8}ABQ, (i2) {41.2, 104.1}GBT and {40.6,
102.0}ABQ, and (i3) {195.9, 112.4}GBT and {196.0, 111.0}ABQ, respectively.

(a)

(b)

δz
Figure 11: LiteSteel beam (a) GBT and ABAQUS equilibrium paths and (b) GBT modal participation diagram.
13

Unless otherwise specified in the paper, the GBT results are always obtained my means of analyses including the
deformation mode sets given in Table 4.
14
This participation diagram does not differ much for the three GBT analyses.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 12: Evolution of the GBT amplitude functions concerning modes 1, 2, 3, 5: (a) BP, (b) P and (c) AP states.

(ii) The modal participation diagram shows that the beam behavior is governed by modes 1 (major
axis bending  38.4-47.4%), 2 (torsion  15.9-38.9%) and 3 (web distortion  19.1-31.1%). The
remaining modes, among which mode 5 (web local) is the most visible (its participation grows up
to 2.5%), only emerge beyond the elastic regime.
(iii) When only 17 deformation modes are included in the GBT analysis, which corresponds roughly to
a 60% d.o.f. reduction, the results obtained are still reasonably good – the plastic load at the AP
state only overestimates its ABAQUS counterpart by 4.3%.
(iv) However, the further removal of the five transverse extension modes considerably reduces the
accuracy of the results  e.g., the ABAQUS λ value at the AP state is overestimated by 14.6%. This
provides evidence of the key role played by the transverse extension modes, even if their joint
modal participation is fairly small  see Fig. 11(b).
Figs. 12(a)-(c) show the evolution of the beam deformed configuration, expressed in terms of the modal
amplitude functions ζ (x) concerning the 4 deformation modes appearing in the modal participation
diagram of Fig. 11(b), namely modes 1 (major-axis bending), 2 (torsion), 3 (web lateral distortion) and
5 (web local) (see Fig. 7)  these amplitude functions are evaluated at the BP, P and AP equilibrium
states. It can be observed that:
(i) At equilibrium states BP and P only participations of modes 1, 2 and 3 are visible. The participation
of mode 5 is only perceptible at the AP equilibrium state and its impact is mostly restricted to the
vicinity of the x=3000 mm cross-section.
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ABAQUS

GBT

Figure 13: LSB collapse mechanism (AP state) representations obtained from the ABAQUS and GBT analyses.

(ii) As the load increases, the maximum modal in-plane displacement contributions, proportional to the
transverse extensions εss, approach the cross-section located at x=3000 mm, where the force closer to
the pinned support acts. On the other hand, the first and second derivatives of the above amplitude
functions, respectively proportional to the shear strains γxs and longitudinal extensions εxx,
exhibit the higher values near the cross-sections located at x=0 (fixed support) and, again, x=3000
mm  the locations of the plastic hinges leading to the collapse mechanism shown in Fig. 13. It is
worth noting the remarkable similarity between the GBT and ABAQUS collapse mechanism
representations  both show clearly the web yield-line and distortion at the x=3000 mm cross-section.
Finally, Figs. 14(a)-(b) concern the P equilibrium state and show the top flange node (see Fig. 2(b)) axial
and transverse displacement profiles  all GBT profiles correspond to λGBT=104.1. It is worth noting that:
(i) The three GBT profiles follow the same trend and, naturally, the displacements approach the SFEA
solution as the number of deformation modes included in the analysis increases. When the 43
selected modes are included, there is an excellent agreement between the GBT and ABAQUS results.
(ii) The comparison between the displacement profiles provided by the GBT analyses including 17
and 12 modes makes it possible to assess the relevant role played by the transverse extension modes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Top flange node (see Fig. 2(b)) (a) axial (δx) and (b) transverse (δz) displacement profiles at the P state (λGBT = 104.1).

4.3 I-Section Beam
Fig. 15(a) shows the GBT and ABAQUS equilibrium paths λ(|δy |), where |δy| is the absolute value of the
mid-span top flange node lateral displacement, as indicated in Fig. 3(b). As for Fig. 15(b), it shows the
GBT modal participation diagram concerning the evolution, as |δy| increases, of the beam most deformed
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cross-section configuration, located in the mid-span region. Finally, Fig. 16 depicts the beam collapse
mechanism (AP equilibrium state). The observation of these results leads to the following comments:
(i) The GBT and ABAQUS SFEA equilibrium paths are in very good agreement – the maximum
difference is 4.8% and occurs well into the descending branch (AP equilibrium state).
(ii) Global deformation clearly governs the beam behavior, namely through contributions from modes
2 (major-axis bending – 15.4-60.7%), 3 (minor-axis bending – 12.0-28.7%) and 4 (torsion – 21.644.9%). Concerning the transverse extension modes 99 (web) and 100 (top flange), their combined
participations rise gradually along the equilibrium path, reaching 13% in the descending branch 
excluding these two deformation modes from the analysis would considerably “stiffen” the beam
global behavior, by severely restraining the significant wall in-plane motions clearly observed in
Fig. 16. Finally, modes 8 and 9, associated with the top/loaded flange transverse bending due to
the patch loading (see Fig. 8  note that the modes counteract each other in the bottom flange),
only have relevant contributions up to peak load, where their joint participation reaches 4.3%.
(iii) The dominant global behavior and the early onset of yielding (λ2.0, at the beam mid-surface)
explain the absence of post-critical strength (λu /λcr=0.774).
(iv) Besides the remarkable resemblance of the the GBT and ABAQUS beam collapse mechanisms, it is
interesting to note (iv1) the yield-line appearing at the most deformed cross-section top flange (close
to the load application area), and (iv2) the top (bottom) flange noticeable (not noticeable) warping

(a)

(b)

|δy|
Figure 15: I-section beam (a) GBT and ABAQUS equilibrium paths  vs. |δy| and (b) GBT modal participation diagram.
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ABAQUS

GBT

Figure 16: I-section beam collapse shape (AP equilibrium state).

at the pinned support – the warping contributions from modes 3 and 4 reinforce (counteract) each
other at this support (see Fig. 8).
(v) Since the pinned support only allows for axial displacements, the top flange in-plane rotation leads to
high tensile transverse stresses, which may “artificially” spread along the beam length if the BFE
mesh is too coarse near that support. Although the BFE discretisation adopted, which is finer at the
fixed support and patch load locations (see Table 2), leads to an accurate prediction of the beam
displacement field evolution, similarly accurate stress results require a further BFE mesh refinement.
Concerning the vertical displacement of the mid-span top flange node (δz see Fig. 3(b)), Fig. 17 shows
equilibrium paths provided by the ABAQUS SFEA and three GBT analyses, which adopt either (i) the
initially selected 137 modes (see Table 4), corresponding to 18659 d.o.f., (ii) the most relevant 43 modes
(4 global, 3 local, 15 warping shear and 21 transverse extension), including all those shown in Fig. 8 and
involving 5837 d.o.f., or (iii) 50 modes (6762 d.o.f.), including all transverse extension modes and only
4 global, 2 local and 5 warping shear modes (the most relevant of the previous set). The comparison
between the four equilibrium paths prompts the following comments:
(i) There is a fairly good agreement between the ABAQUS results and the GBT ones obtained with
137 deformation modes – the maximum difference is 4.9%. The {|δz|, λ} values for the BP, P and
AP states read (i1) {0.71, 1.06}GBT and {0.72, 1.07}ABQ, (i2) {1.19, 2.40}GBT and {1.20,
2.40}ABQ, and (i3) {10.36, 1.79}GBT and {10.55, 1.88}ABQ, respectively.
(ii) The “switch” (increase/decrease) between the participations of modes 4 (torsion) and 2 (majoraxis bending) that occurs prior to the peak load (see Fig. 15(b)) is responsible for the observed
stiffness increase and subsequent (localised) displacement reversal (loop).
(iii) The relevance of the transverse extension modes can be attested by the clearly improved (although
still erroneous) GBT non-linear equilibrium path determined with 50 deformation modes, when
compared with that obtained with 43 modes – note the “incipient” loop formation.
Finally, Fig. 18 shows the top flange node (see Fig. 3(b)) axial and vertical displacement profiles at the
(i) BP, P (Fig. 18(a)) and (ii) AP (Fig. 18(b)) equilibrium states (the GBT P profiles concern λGBT=2.40).
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Figure 17: I-section beam ABAQUS and GBT (three mode selections) equilibrium paths  vs. |δz|.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18: Longitudinal profiles of the top flange node δx and δz displacements: (a) BP, P and (b) AP equilibrium states.
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The following conclusions can be drawn:
(i) There is an excellent correlation between all ABAQUS and GBT (137 modes) results.
(ii) The largest vertical displacements occur at the mid-span region and are associated with abruptly
high gradients, leading to the formation of a yield-line at the top flange (see Fig. 16).
(iii) When evolving between equilibrium states BP and AP, the transverse displacements in the member
left quarter-span change from downwards to upwards, stemming from the prevalence of the torsional
deformations over their major-axis bending counterparts.
(iv) Naturally, increasing the number of deformation modes included in the GBT analysis improves the
results obtained. Note also that, in spite of the significant quantitative differences between the
displacement profiles provided by the “exact” (137 modes) and approximate (43 or 50 modes) GBT
analyses, they are qualitatively very similar.
4.4 Lipped Channel Column
Fig. 19(a) shows the ABAQUS and GBT equilibrium paths λ(Δ), where Δ is the column end-shortening.
The GBT analyses include either (i) the initially selected 128 modes (4 global, 1 distortional, 7 local, all
warping shear and 27 transverse extension, mostly symmetric w.r.t the centroidal horizontal axis),
totalling 21941 d.o.f., or (ii) the 79 modes specified in Table 4 (13527 d.o.f.): (ii1) the most relevant
symmetric modes from the previous set and (ii2) all warping shear and transverse extension modes

(a)

(b)

Δ
Figure 19: Lipped channel column (a) GBT and ABAQUS equilibrium paths and (b) GBT modal participation diagram.
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associated with localized lip deformations. Fig. 19(b) shows the GBT modal participation diagram
obtained from the 79 mode GBT analysis and concerning the evolution, as Δ increases, of the beam midspan cross-section deformed configuration. The analysis of these results prompts the following remarks:
(i) The GBT equilibrium path obtained with 128 modes correlates quite well with its ABAQUS SFEA
counterpart. For instance, the corresponding ultimate loads only differ by 3.7% (λu,GBT=152.37 and
λu ABQ=147.00) and the {Δ, λ} values concerning the BP, P and AP equilibrium states read (i1)
{1.25, 78.83}GBT and {1.24, 78.40}ABQ, (i2) {2.82, 149.89}GBT and {2.85, 147.00}ABQ, and (i3)
{4.27, 114.89}GBT and {4.24, 112.00}ABQ, respectively.
(ii) The GBT equilibrium paths obtained with 128 and 79 modes virtually coincide over practically the
whole deformation range  slight differences only occur well into the descending branch. This
means that the 49 additional deformation modes contribute next to nothing to the column response
and, thus, can be removed without sacrificing the accuracy of the analysis.
(iii) Fig. 19(b) shows clearly that modes 1 (axial extension – 3.8-29.4%), 2 (minor-axis bending –
2.3-18.9%), 3 (symmetric distortional – 47.9-74.7%), 4 (local – 3.1-13.8%) and 5 (local – 0.7-5.8%)
govern the column behavior in the whole deformation range. The dominance of the distortional
deformation stems from the fact that the critical buckling load is distortional and considerably lower
than the first local buckling counterpart (λcr,dist=125.14 vs λb,loc=158.61).
(iv) The participation of minor-axis flexure (mode 2) increases visibly a bit before the peak load and
becomes even more noticeable in the descending branch. This is due to the load eccentricity arising
from the effective centroid shift towards the web caused the longitudinal normal stress redistribution
associated with the occurrence of distortional and/or local deformations. Moreover, yielding at the
flange-lip corner and lip regions also contribute to the load eccentricity (the onset of yielding at the
member mid-surface corresponds approximately to the dashed line in Fig. 19(b)).
(v) Beyond the onset of yielding (dashed line), increasing contributions from modes 2 (minor-axis
flexure) and 4-9 (local) gradually replace the participation of mode 3 (symmetric distortional) – the
column collapse mechanism, shown in Fig. 20, clearly shows web local deformations at mid-span.
,

GBT

ABAQUS
Figure 20: GBT and ABAQUS representations of the lipped channel column collapse mechanism (AP state).
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Figs. 21(a)-(c) show the evolution of the column deformed configuration, expressed by the amplitude
functions of modes 2, 3 and 4-5, evaluated at the BP, P and AP equilibrium states. It can be observed that:
(i) Since the local/distortional deformations and severe yielding erode the mid-span region bending
stiffness, forming a kind of “plastic hinge”, localized bending emerges there in the post-peak stages.
(ii) The local half-wave number grows as the column evolves from the BP to the AP equilibrium states –
after failure, this is mostly due to increasing compressive forces developing at the mid-span region.
Note also that, close to peak load (Fig. 21(b)), the participation of the local mode 4 is equally relevant
at the column mid-span and end regions  localization at mid-span only occurs afterwards.
Lastly, Figs. 22(a)-(b) and 23(a)-(b) provide vertical, lateral and axial displacement profiles of the top
flange node (Fig. 4(b)) at the BP, P and AP equilibrium states  the GBT profiles correspond to the load
parameter values indicated in the first item of this subsection. The following remarks are appropriate:
(i) The GBT displacement profiles obtained with 128 and 79 modes are practically coincident with one
minor exception: the axial displacements at the AP equilibrium state (Fig. 23 (b)), which may differ
up to 2%. Thus, the GBT analysis with 79 modes may be viewed as “exact” for this particular case.
(ii) The GBT and ABAQUS SFEA axial displacement profiles compare quite well, slightly better than
the remaining ones. In the latter case, the column response predicted by GBT is visibly stiffer for the
P and AP states, particularly in the mid-span (most deformed) region – a BFE mesh refinement

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 21. Evolution of the GBT amplitude functions concerning modes 2, 3, 4, 5: (a) BP, (b) P and (c) AP states.
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and/or the inclusion of additional transverse extension modes should eliminate this discrepancy15.
(iii) The vertical displacement profiles indicate that, during collapse (between P and AP), there is a
decrease (increase) of the positive (negative) displacements and respective curvatures. This feature
stems from the simultaneous (iii1) formation of the yield-line mechanism depicted in Fig. 20 and
(iii2) elastic unloading at the positive amplitude regions  the axial displacement profiles in Fig. 23(b)
are also affected by the formation of the yield-line mechanism, through the considerable axial
stiffness loss at mid-span and slope reduction at remaining (stiffer) regions.
4.5 Equal-Leg Angle Column
The GBT and ABAQUS equilibrium paths λ(Δ) shown in Fig. 24, where Δ is the column end-shortening,
were obtained by means of three types of analyses: materially non-linear (MNA), geometrically nonlinear imperfect (GNIA), and geometrically and materially non-linear imperfect (GMNIA) analyses.
Regarding the GBT MNA (first-order), only 12 modes (1 global, 1 local, 4 warping shear and 6 transverse
extension  1523 d.o.f.) are needed to obtain an accurate equilibrium path. The GBT GNIA was carried
out with the 72 modes indicated in Table 4, corresponding to 9125 d.o.f.. Finally, two GBT GMNIA were
performed, (i) one with the above 72 modes and (ii) the other with the most relevant 47 modes (4
global, 7 local, 8 warping shear and all transverse extension  5941 d.o.f.), including those depicted in
Fig. 10. Fig. 25(a) compares the thee GMNIA equilibrium paths and Fig. 25(b) provides the GBT
modal participation diagram (obtained with 72 modes) concerning the evolution of the column most
deformed cross-section configuration (located near mid-span). Lastly, Fig. 26 displays the column
collapse mechanisms yielded by the GBT and ABAQUS GMNIA. The observation of the results presented
in Figs. 24-26 prompts the following remarks:
(i) The GBT MNA, GNIA and GMNIA curves compare very well with their ABAQUS counterparts –
indeed, the GMNIA differences never exceed 1.5%. As expected, the structural response yielded by
the MNA resembles the material compressive stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 6(b).
(ii) The GNIA results evidence a significant post-critical strength, which is a bit surprising in view of the
flexural-torsional nature of the critical buckling mode (λcr=11.14) and initial geometrical
imperfection  this peculiar behavioral feature, recently unveiled by Dinis et al. (2012), stems
from (ii1) the mechanical similarity between the torsional and local deformations (for this particular
cross-section) and (ii2) the fact that the end section (secondary) warping is prevented.

(a)

(b)

Figure 22: Top flange node vertical (δz) displacement profiles at the (a) BP, P and (b) AP equilibrium states.
15

Although with no major impact on the GBT displacement quality, the consideration of additional transverse extension d.o.f.,
by increasing the number of modes and/or flange and lip discretizations, improves considerably the GBT-based stress values.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 23: Top flange node (a) lateral (δy) and (b) axial (δx) displacement profiles at the AP and BP, P, AP equilibrium states.

(iii) After the separation between the GMNIA and GNIA equilibrium paths (the onset of yielding occurs
for λy≈6.15), the spread of plasticity erodes the column strength quite rapidly (λu=6.79).
(iv) The {Δ, λ} values provided by the GBT (72 modes) and ABAQUS GMNIA for the BP, P and AP
equilibrium states read (iv1) {0.92, 3.74}GBT and {0.93, 3.79}ABQ, (iv2) {2.14,6.88}GBT (λu,GBT=6.89)
and {2.11, 6.79}ABQ, and (iv3) {14.18, 6.08}GBT and {14.00, 6.08}ABQ, respectively.
(v) The modal participation diagram shows that the angle column behavior is governed by contributions
from modes 1 (axial extension  4.0-19.9%), 3 (minor-axis bending  1.8-17.7%) and 4 (torsion
 55.8-81.1%)  the presence of minor-axis bending is due to a combination of effective centroid
shift and interaction effects (Dinis et al. 2012). As for the participation of mode 2 (major-axis
bending), which appears in the column critical buckling mode (and, therefore, also in the initial
geometrical imperfection), it remains fairly small in the whole deformation range. As explained
earlier (see 4.3), large in-plane rigid-body motions, such as those exhibited by the column
collapse mechanism central region (see Fig. 26), always entail relevant transverse extensions,
reflected by the contributions from modes 45 (0.6-7.4%) and 46 (0.6-7.5%) – see Fig. 10.

Figure 24: Angle column GBT and ABAQUS equilibrium paths obtained from MNA, GNIA and GMNIA.
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(a)

(b)

Δ
Figure 25: Angle column GMNIA: (a) GBT and ABAQUS equilibrium paths and (b) GBT modal participation diagram.

GBT

ABAQUS

Figure 26: GBT and ABAQUS representations of the angle column collapse mechanism (AP equilibrium state).

(vi) During collapse, the dominant participation of torsion (mode 4) is partially and gradually replaced
by increasing contributions from minor-axis bending and transverse extension (modes 3 and 45-46).
(vii) The GBT GMNIA with 47 deformation modes yields an equilibrium path that practically coincides
with the ABAQUS one up to the peak load, which is overestimated by about 3.9%  this overestimation
remains fairly throughout the whole descending branch (the maximum difference is 5.7%).
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Figs. 27(a)-(b) show the GMNIA axial and lateral displacement profiles concerning the leg free node
indicated in Fig. 5(b) and the BP, P, AP equilibrium states  the GBT P profiles concern λGBT=6.88.
The observation of these displacement profiles makes it possible to conclude that:
(i) All the 72 mode GBT and ABAQUS profiles compare very well, with one sole exception: the AP
axial displacements, even if they are qualitatively similar and show good agreement at the end and
mid-span regions. It is still worth mentioning that the GBT analysis reveals important contributions
from the warping shear modes 20-21 (associated with the major/minor-axis bending modes 2-3).
(ii) The lateral displacement profiles exhibit an inner half-wave and two outer quarter-waves (to
comply with the fixed boundary conditions and the imposed geometrical imperfection). Unlike in the
BP and P equilibrium states, where the inner half-wave exhibits a fairly sinusoidal shape, the
AP equilibrium state is characterized by a “centrally flattened” inner half-wave  this is due to the
development of a torsional collapse mechanism occurring in the column central region, which is
triggered by the formation of yield-lines roughly at the 1/3 and 2/3-span cross-sections (see Fig. 26).
(iii) Although the λ(Δ) equilibrium path provided by the 47 mode GBT GMNIA agrees reasonably well
with the ABAQUS one up to the peak load (see Fig. 25(a)), Fig. 27(a) shows that the corresponding
P displacement profiles exhibit considerable discrepancies, even if the correct trends are captured.
It was found that these discrepancies are due to the removal of several warping shear modes  in
spite of the global nature of the column deformation, these modes play a relevant role.

(a)

(b)

Figure 27: Axial (δx) and horizontal (δy) displacement profiles concerning the leg end node: (a) BP, P and (b) AP states.

Finally, Fig. 28 shows the Mises stress distributions obtained with the 72 mode GBT and ABAQUS
GMNIA at the P equilibrium state. Besides the remarkable similarity exhibited by the two stress contours,
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it is also interesting to observe that the highest stresses, already above the initial yield stress (220 N/mm2)
at this stage, occur in those regions that were found to exhibit lower axial stiffness (see Fig. 27).
280
260
240
220
200
180

GBT

160

ABAQUS
Figure 28: Angle column Mises stress (N/mm2) contour at the P equilibrium state.

5. Concluding Remarks
This work provided an overview of the main concepts and procedures involved in the development of an
elastic-plastic geometrically non-linear GBT formulation, which is based on the J2-flow plasticity theory
and applicable to isotropic materials exhibiting arbitrary strain-hardening. Moreover, the paper also
includes a vast illustration of the application and potential of the developed GBT formulation: numerical
results concerning the structural response (up to and beyond the ultimate load) of 4 thin-walled members
(i) made of distinct materials (linear, bi-linear or highly non-linear) and (ii) exhibiting several deformation
patterns (global, local, distortional, transverse and shear) were presented and discussed in detail. These
results were obtained by means of (i) a LiteSteel beam first-order elastoplastic analysis, (ii) an I-section
beam second-order (post-buckling) elastoplastic analysis, (iii) a lipped channel column second-order
elastoplastic analysis and (iv) equal-leg angle column first-order elastoplastic, second-order elastic and
second-order elastoplastic analyses. The GBT unique modal features were highlighted (i) by analyzing
the evolution of the member deformed configurations through GBT modal participation diagrams and
amplitude functions, and (ii) by comparing equilibrium paths and deformed configurations obtained with
different deformation mode sets. It was shown that the GBT modal analyses make it possible to acquire
in-depth knowledge on the member behavioral mechanics in the elastic and elastic-plastic regimes. For
validation and numerical efficiency assessment purposes, most GBT results (equilibrium paths, collapse
mechanisms, displacements profiles and stress contours) were compared with values yielded by shell
finite element analyses performed in the code ABAQUS. It was shown that similarly accurate results
are provided by GBT analyses including judiciously selected deformation mode sets that involve only
25% (on average) of the number of d.o.f. required by the corresponding ABAQUS analyses. Moreover,
it was also shown that GBT analyses including fairly small deformation mode sets (even smaller d.o.f.
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numbers) are able to provide an excellent qualitative assessment of the member structural response  they
are ideally suited for the performance of preliminary/exploratory analyses. Finally, a few closing words to
mention that this work demonstrated that, in the context of the assessment of the structural behavior,
ultimate strength and collapse of prismatic thin-walled members, GBT constitutes a very promising
alternative to shell finite element analysis or other traditional methods (e.g., yield-line analysis).
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